CLASS GROUPS OF RANK ONE SEMISIMPLE MONOIDS LEX E. RENNER
(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.) ABSTRACT . Let M be an irreducible, normal, algebraic monoid with unit group Sl2{/)x¿*, Gl2(/) or PGl2(/)x/*. In [7] these monoids are classified numerically. In this paper we compute explicitly the divisor class group of each monoid. As a corollary we characterize the monoids with factorial coordinate algebra. All results are independent of the characteristic of /.
Introduction. In [7] the classification problem for semisimple rank one algebraic monoids is solved numerically. Associated with each semisimple monoid M, with unit group G = Gl2(4), Sl2(4) x 4* or PGl2(k) x 4*, is its polyhedral root system (X, $,C), which is a complete and discriminating invariant of M. Furthermore, for each G there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the essentially distinct polyhedral root systems and the set of positive rational numbers [7] . Thus, each M is isomorphic to a unique Mr, r G Q+.
The purpose of this paper is to interpret the correspondence M i-> r, r G Q+, in terms of more conventional invariants of M; in particular, the divisor class group 
M
One major technique in the proof is the big cell U Ç M, which was constructed in [7] for a different purpose. In this paper, it is used to reduce our problems to numerical questions about the polyhedral root system.
Background.
An algebraic monoid is an affine algebraic variety M defined over the algebraically closed field 4, together with an associative morphism p: MxM -> M and a two-sided unit 1 G M for p. We assume M is irreducible as a variety. In this case, G = {x e G \ x~l e M} C M is open and dense in the Zariski topology [4] . E(M) = {e e M | e2 = e} Ç M is the set of idempotents of M. A submonoid Z C M is a D-submonoid if Z = T, the Zariski closure of some torus T C G. By [5, Corollary 2] , every idempotent e of M is an element of some D-submonoid Z of M. Note that every ZD-monoid Z is uniquely determined by its character monoid X(Z) = {x e 4[Z] \ x'-Z -+ 4 is a morphism of monoids}. An irreducible monoid M is semisimple if 0 G M, M is normal, and dim ZG = 1, where ZG is the center of G [7] . In this paper, we are concerned mainly with semisimple monoids with unit group Gl2(4), Sl2(4) x 4* or PGl2(4) x 4*. Such monoids will be called semisimple rank one.
Main results.
If R is a Noetherian domain, integrally closed in its fraction field, we define the divisor class group, Cl(R) (as in [2] ) to be the group of divisorial ideals of R modulo the group of principal ideals. If R = 4[X] for some normal affine variety X, we put Cl(.X') =Cl(i?).
Recall that any pure codimension one subvariety D of M determines an element D gC1(X). [2] . (b) G = Sl2(4) x /* and r = 1/t, or G = Gl2(k) and r = \/t with 2\t.
